NEWS AND TV MAGAZINES EXCHANGE COMMISSION

FINAL RESOLUTION

The members of News and TV Magazines Exchange Commission, after the debate had around the points included in the meeting agenda, have called for the following recommendations:

- A major commitment of the Tripartite members, namely of COPEAM, to which they ask for a formal letter to be addressed to the CEOs of the ERN-Med member organisations, in order to plead for support to the exchange at the highest level and to facilitate the coverage of pertinent current affairs in the various member countries.
- A larger adhesion of the Northern countries and their regular participation in the exchange.
- The urgent designation of a coordinator dedicated to the ERN-M in every participating TV.
- The renewed proposal concerning an ERN-Med Prize to the best exchanged news from now to 2017 related to the topic of the COPEAM annual Conference that, this year, has dealt with Youth. The Jury of this Prize will be composed of the Tripartite and ERN-M members’ representatives.

Finally, they have decided to gather again in Algiers, next February, in the framework of the annual meeting of ASBU news coordinators.

The possible financial support of the EU-funded project MedMedia to this meeting has been suggested and will be submitted to the project’s referents.

Done in Ajaccio the 8 April 2016